Using the LXI standard in switching systems

David Owen describes how products based on the LXI (LAN extensions for instrumentation) standard can be used to support switching functions in test systems.

Signal management, which is using switching systems to route instrumentation and stimulus to appropriate test point on a unit under test, has a very crucial role to play in most electronics test. The sharing of resources, connection of calibration references, load management, and many other functions are all controlled by signal management.

Pickering Interfaces has been involved in the development of complete switching systems since its first products were introduced in 1988. Using the knowledge based developed by its sister company, Pickering Relays, Pickering Interfaces was able to develop a range of switching systems based around a proprietary standard – its System 10 and 20 products – which provided GPIB or RS232 control of the relays.

Even at that time there was a recognised demand for switching platforms that were based on open modular standards and Pickering introduced switching products based on the VXI and the PXI standards. The PXI standard, despite doubts expressed by some, has proven to be an excellent basis for switching products. Although the PXI form factor is small the development costs are low once the initial entry barriers have been crossed and speed of development is high, enabling a large variety of standard and custom switching solutions to be made available in response to user demand as adoption of the PXI standard increased.

Pickering Interfaces has become a market leader in PXI switching and has introduced switching products based on the VXI and the PXI standards. The PXI standard, despite doubts expressed by some, has proven to be an excellent basis for switching products. Although the PXI form factor is small the development costs are low once the initial entry barriers have been crossed and speed of development is high, enabling a large variety of standard and custom switching solutions to be made available in response to user demand as adoption of the PXI standard increased.

Not all users want their instrumentation or switching products to be extensions of their PC’s PCI bus or for the data analysis to be performed in the PC rather than the instrument. Although it has been hugely successful, PXI has not displaced the majority of rack or bench instruments.

Ubiquitous Ethernet

GPIB instruments have more recently had their control interfaces supplemented by a LAN connection that can be used as an alternative control mechanism. Ethernet connections are ubiquitous on system controllers, and the connection cables are easily managed, have a latching mechanism and have virtually no restrictions on distance.

However, there was no agreed standard for controlling an instrument through a LAN connection, so users found that manufacturers solved the problems in different ways. In some ways this is rather like the situation 30 years ago when GPIB (originally HPIB) was introduced. No two manufacturers did things the same way. As occurred on GPIB, a more cohesive approach is now being taken.

Standardisation of LAN connections for instrumentation is taking a major leap forward following the introduction of the LXI standard. Standardisation started in the second half of 2004 and the LXI Consortium (http://www.lxistandard.org) was formed to develop and refine it. Many of the major T&M companies have joined the consortium, including Pickering Interfaces, who are now Strategic Level members. The first publicly released version of the standard was made available at Autotestcon 2005.

The LXI standard defines LAN controlled instruments that behave in a similar and consistent way when they are connected to a network. Each instrument has its own web interface that can be used to set up the instrument and report its status. The LAN interface can be used to control some functions. An IVI driver on the client PC is used to provide programmatic control of the LXI device over the LAN interface.

In most cases LXI devices are considered to be self contained – they have their own power source, LAN connector and case. They are intended to be small compared...
Two further classes of LXI device are defined that are intended to provide more deterministic response to trigger events. The Class B devices include a timing facility based on IEEE1588 that allows users to trigger events in the system at specified times (including immediately). This can be used to make the LAN timing of measurements more deterministic, permitting timing accuracies of a few 10’s of ns to be achieved.

A Class A device includes both the IEEE 1588 features and a wired trigger interface that can be used to physically connect instruments together with an 8 bus trigger interconnection. This provides a more deterministic way of responding to trigger events since only internal hardware and cable interconnect delays affect response times.

Comparison of LXI

There has been speculation that PXI and LXI are competing standards, a view that Pickering does not share. In many ways they are sufficiently different that there will be clear case where one is better for a particular solution than another.

The table in figure 1 clearly illustrates this differences, and these differences are valid for both switching and instrumentation applications.

For LXI instruments they are largely platform agnostic, whereas PXI is very dependent on the PC architecture (and in practice Windows). LXI Devices do not have many mechanical or electrical constraints, but PXI have to conform to the PXI standard in order to benefit from the multi-vendor chassis platform. They can also have quite different speed drivers as well.

Although PXI has the faster connection speeds it relies on processing data in the controlling PC – so it inherently needs a high speed interconnect for some functions. An LXI system might be expected to process data within the LXI Devices and simply has to report the results.

For switching, speed differences are of little consequence because in practice the

Fig 2: The 60-100 LXI modular switching chassis

Fig 3: 60 - 100 interface model
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The 60-100 chassis. The 60-100 provides an Ethernet physical interface to the PXI backplane. An AC supply is used by the power supply to support both the PC and the PXI backplane. The chassis does not need to comply with the PXI standard, so issues like cooling can be solved in a different way to PXI chassis (there is for example no need to cool power hungry modules in a switching system).

The hardware provides a means of physically controlling the PXI modules installed in the backplane, for external control and monitoring. LXI requires the use of a standardised programming interface (IVI) and web interfacing. The control route taken to supporting the PXI modules is shown in figure 3.

Module control

The client PC has an installed driver and discovery software that communicates through the client Ethernet interface to the 60-100 chassis. The 60-100 provides an Ethernet interface, discovery server and web server that interface to the control software that in turn controls the PXI modules.

The drivers provided include IVI compliant custom and class drivers that communicate through the Ethernet connection, using a proprietary command set, to the 60-100 control sub-systems which then manage the connection and handle the physical interface to the PXI cards.

Also provided is a programming interface based on the Pickering kernel driver, suitably adapted to the 60-100. Physically the 60-100 implements these control and management functions on a single board embedded PC using flash memory cards to avoid the problems of supporting hard drives, ensuring the program information remains even if unexpected power interruptions occur. The embedded PC has a PCI interface that is connected to the PXI backplane through a bridge, making the PXI modules appear as an extension to the 60-100 embedded PC’s PCI bus.

Only a small proportion of the internal flash memory is used for the system functions, leaving room for the memory to be loaded with other data, including the drivers, manuals and data sheets.

In principle the 60-100 can accept any 3U switching module, but in practice suitable software drivers need to be available that run the module in accordance with Pickering's software control model.

User choice

Users will benefit because they do not have to make the choice of what switching platform to use simply on the grounds of product availability – Pickering Interfaces becomes 'platform agnostic'. Other versions of the 60-100 will be introduced with more available slots so that more diverse applications or more complex switching modules can be included.

The 60-100 LXI Chassis is supplied with software support for all its PXI switching modules, in the future this will be expanded to include to support key instrumentation items such as a high performance DMM.

LXI only products will be developed, particularly in areas where LXI has a technical advantage over PXI because of its relatively high mechanical and electrical freedom compared to PXI. However, PXI has advantages where there is a need for a mixture of switching functions that can be densely packed since in a chassis. For those applications where Pickering is the selected supplier the user has a choice of staying with a PXI environment or choosing to operate the modules through an LXI environment.

It seems the future is bright for both PXI and LXI standards supporting switching functions in test systems.

David Owen is the PXI Business Development Manager for Pickering Interfaces.

The history of LXI

In 1972 Hewlett-Packard engineers invented the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) as an open standard communications bus (IEEE-488) from instruments to the computer.

It later became as GPIB (general-purpose interface bus) and was found on nearly every instrument. For 30 years GPIB instruments (also known as rack-and-stack instruments) were the preferred architecture for test systems. State-of-the-art measurements and excellent price/performance solutions are found in GPIB instruments.

In 1985, Hewlett-Packard, Tektronix, Wavetek, Racal-Dana, and Colorado Data Systems introduced VXI (VME eXtensions for Instruments); a modular instrument standard for the U.S. military. These modular instruments (instruments-on-a-card) became very popular in Aerospace/Defense industry and manufacturing test applications where size and throughput were important.

In 2004, Agilent Technologies (formerly Hewlett-Packard) and VXI Technology, Inc. introduced LXI (LAN-based eXtensions for Instrumentation); combining the best of GPIB instruments and VXI modules. With LXI you get the reduced size of VXI, high throughput of LAN, and the high performance measurements of GPIB. No cardcage, no slot 0 and no expensive PC to instrument communications link are required in LXI.

LXI modules are full-rack width, 1U tall or half-rack width, 1U or 2U tall. Signals enter and exit the module from its front panel while LAN (IEEE 802.3), power, and trigger cables are found on the back of the module. All modules are designed to be mounted in a standard 19" rack or stacked on the bench.